
P1: Composite Structures and
Separation of Concerns

CSE 335, Spring 2009
Milestone #1 due by Tuesday, February 17 at 11:59 p.m.

Completed project due by Tuesday, February 24 at 11:59 p.m.

Objective

• Learn to read UML class diagrams as specifications of classes that must be refined and im-
plemented in a programming language.

• Gain experience using the composite, visitor, and abstract factory patterns.

• Gain experience developing software that must interoperate with third-party software.

Description

Program comprehension is a vital software engineering and maintenance activity. It is necessary
to facilitate reuse, inspection, maintenance, reverse engineering, reengineering, migration, and ex-
tension of existing software systems. Comprehending large legacy software systems is notoriously
difficult. One way to address this problem is with tools that automatically analyze source code.
Such static analysis tools may provide statistics about and abstract views of source code. The first
two projects in this course are concerned with the design and implementation of such an application.

In this first project, you are to develop a reusable library of classes for representing and dis-
playing the structure of classes and other code entities in C++ programs. Specifically, you are to
implement a collection of classes that model the source-code entities of a C++ program. Figure 1
depicts a UML class diagram that models the object structure of those entities. You should use this
diagram as a specification of required relationships and traversability among the C++ objects that
your classes will be used to instantiate. As should be evident by the aggregation associations in the
diagram, you should apply the composite pattern to design these classes. In terms of the composite
pattern, Class and Namespace are component classes. We will not (yet) implement the graphical
display of abstract views of C++ programs.

Tasks

1. Develop a library of C++ classes that implement the model depicted in Figure 1. Instances of
these classes will link together to form composite object structures that represent the entities
of a C++ program.

2. Use a third-party class called Cpp Parser (see below) as the means for creating instances
of your C++ structures from input files. To use this class, you will need to specialize and
instantiate the class Cpp Factory in accordance with the abstract factory pattern.
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Figure 1: Abstract data model of C++ code entities. The CPPMA library provides implementations
of the blue elements.

3. Using the visitor pattern, develop a “pretty printer”, which will traverse an arbitrary program
representation and stream to standard output an ASCII representation of the program.

4. Develop a suite of input files for testing the classes in your library. The test suite should
provide thorough coverage of the features of your classes. The suite must have at least 10
different input files. Note the parser’s limitations (listed below) in creating your input files.

Additional Constraints

1. Your solution must not incur memory leaks. This is particularly important with regard to the
management of objects that implement C++ entities.

2. Your solution must include a separate .h and .cpp file for each class you create.

3. You must include a main driver and a Makefile for recompiling these classes and linking them
with the utilities library that we provide.

4. Your pretty printer must format the output as shown in Figure 2. You must preserve the
order of namespace and class members, of each class’s list of base classes, and of function
parameters. Do not worry about preserving the order of function and type specifiers (e.g.,
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either “virtual inline void func();” or “inline virtual void func();” is OK).
You must group consecutive members with the same access permissions under a single access
specifier. You must replicate the spacing and indentation in Figure 2. Lastly, you must add
the comments depicted in Figure 2.

CPPMA Library

To help you in implementing this application, we provide the C++ Modeling and Analysis Library
(CPPMA). Do not modify any of the classes or files in this library unless explicitly instructed to do
so! In this section, we describe the files of interest to you in the CPPMA library.

Cpp Factory.h: This file contains the definition of an abstract factory class, Cpp Factory, for
creating instances of C++ entity objects. Your job is to create a concrete factory that inherits from
this abstract factory class. The factory expects C++ entity classes to inherit from an abstract base
class named Cpp Entity. Beyond that naming requirement, you have a great deal of flexibility in
how you name your subclasses of Cpp Entity. The factory interface includes four operations for
allocating and initializing instances of the various types of Cpp Entity subclasses (see Figure 1).
Additionally, the factory interface has an operation for updating an existing object of type Class.
Note that the update operation takes a base class pointer to an object of subclass type. In your
implementation of the update method, you will probably need to downcast the base class pointer
to the appropriate subclass pointer using a dynamic cast expression. For example, target class
will likely need to be cast from type Cpp Entity* to type Class*.

Cpp Parser.h: This file contains the definition of a class, Cpp Parser, for parsing C++ source
code files and creating an internal representation of the code entities. The parser uses a factory
object derived from Cpp Factory to create the internal representation. Figure 3 depicts an example
of how to use the parser. Be aware that the CPPMA parser is an experimental prototype and does
not yet support many C++ features. Some of the more notable unsupported features are:

• Non-trivial name lookup (e.g., it will not differentiate two classes with the same name in
different scopes)

• Templates

• Preprocessor directives (e.g., #include directives are ignored)

• Exceptions

• Overloaded operators

• Function parameter names (i.e., they are ignored)

• Arrays

• Pure virtual functions

Moreover, the parser’s behavior is undefined if fed syntactically invalid C++ code as input.
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namespace // (global)
{

namespace // (unnamed)
{

int global_func(int, char, double);

} // end namespace (unnamed)

namespace NS1
{

class Base_Class1
{
private:
inline explicit Base_Class1();
inline virtual ˜Base_Class1();
inline virtual void func() const volatile;
class Inner_Class
{
}; // end class Inner_Class

}; // end class Base_Class1

class Subclass :
public Base_Class1

{
public:
Subclass();
virtual ˜Subclass();
virtual void func() const volatile;

}; // end class Subclass

class Base_Class2
{
protected:
const char* var;

}; // end class Base_Class2

class Multiple_Subclass :
public Subclass,
public Base_Class2

{
public:
void func() const volatile;

}; // end class Multiple_Subclass

} // end namespace NS1

} // end namespace (global)

Figure 2: Example of pretty printer output.
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1 #include "cppma/Cpp_Parser.h"
2
3 // Replace the following with your factory header
4 #include "My_Factory.h"
5
6 using namespace std;
7
8 int main(int argc , char* argv[])
9 {

10 if (argc != 2) {
11 cerr << "usage: " << argv[0] << " FILE.cpp\n";
12 exit(0);
13 }
14
15 // Replace the following with your factory class
16 My_Factory factory;
17
18 Cpp_Parser parser(argc , argv , &factory);
19
20 Cpp_Entity* global_ns = parser.parse();
21 // global_ns now points to a namespace object, which represents
22 // the global namespace (and which itself contains all the other
23 // C++ entities)
24
25 // ... do whatever with global_ns ...
26
27 return 0;
28 }

Figure 3: Example of how to use Cpp Parser.

Type.h and cpp def.h: These two files contain definitions for the Type type and the Access Specifier
type, respectively. Instances of class Type represent the C++ object types and should be used to rep-
resent the return and parameter types of functions, and the types of variables. Access Specifier is
an enumerated type for representing the different levels of access specifiers (i.e., public, private,
and protected).

Makefile.template: Use this file as a template for your Makefile. The template includes the
options required to compile and link with the sources in the CPPMA library. To use the template,
first, make a copy of it in your top-level working-copy directory and name the copy “Makefile”.
Second, customize the Makefile by applying the following edits:

1. Append a space-separated list of all your .cpp files to the line that begins “MY SOURCES = ”.
Note that a similar line already exists for the CPPMA files.

2. Run “g++ -I. -MM *.cpp” in your top-level working-copy directory and append the out-
putted Make rules to the end of the Makefile. You should plan to update these Make rules
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whenever you add/remove .h and .cpp files or change the #include directives in your exist-
ing files.

Procedure

Preparing the Project Repository

To prepare your project repository, login to black and run the following commands:

> setenv REPOS file:///user/cse335/S09/project-repos/USERNAME
> svn mkdir $REPOS/trunk $REPOS/branches $REPOS/tags
> cd /user/cse335/S09/cppma/
> svn import ./ $REPOS/trunk/cppma

Finally, navigate to your home directory and checkout the trunk of your project repository. Your
working copy will contain a directory, cppma, which contains the CPPMA source files.

Reaching Milestone #1

For milestone #1, you must implement the Cpp Entity and namespace classes, including the func-
tionality to parse and pretty print namespaces. The file Cpp Parser.cpp contains a feature that
enables you to turn off parsing of certain C++ entities. Observe these preprocessor directives at the
top of the file:

#define CLASS_PARSING_ENABLED
#define FUNCTION_PARSING_ENABLED
#define VARIABLE_PARSING_ENABLED

By commenting out one of the above lines, you can disable parsing of the associated type of C++
entity. To complete milestone #1 without having to implement all the C++ entities, comment out all
of the above directives. Then, only namespaces will be parsed, and the parser will ignore the other
types of entities. Note that you will need to implement dummy methods, which return 0, for the
factory operations that create entities that you have not yet implemented.

To submit milestone #1, add and commit your files to the repository and tag the submission as
“milestone1-P1”. Important: Milestone #1 is worth 5% of your grade on the project and must be
submitted on time!

Completing the Project

I recommend that you proceed in completing the project by incrementally implementing and testing
each of the C++ entity classes in sequence. Furthermore, I recommend incrementally adding test
cases to your test suite as you go. For example, after completing milestone #1, do the class entity
next. Implement the entity along with pretty printing. Uncomment the CLASS PARSING ENABLED
directive to enable parsing of classes. Thoroughly test your implementation of the class entity before
proceeding to the next entity.

To submit your completed project, add and commit your files to the repository and tag the
submission as “submission-P1”.
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